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Abstract:  Eight times a year,  approximately  two weeks  before  every  FOMC meeting,  the Federal
Reserve  releases  a description  of economic  conditions  in the twelve Federal  Reserve  districts.
Called  the  Beige  Book,  this  description  relies  primarily  on  surveys  and  anecdotal  evidence
gathered  by the  twelve district banks. In this paper,  we read  and  numerically  scored  past  Beige
Books  in order  to determine  the extent  to which the descriptions  in these  books  accurately  reflect
current  economic  activity as  measured  by quarterly  real GDP growth. We find that  both in-
sample  and  out-of-sample,  the quantitative  Beige  Book indices  do have  significant  predictive
content  for curent and  next quaxter  real GDP growth. Furthermore,  the Beige  Book has
information  about  cunent quarter  real GDP growth  not present  in other  indicators  such  as  lhe
Blue  Chip  Consensus  Forecast  or  time  series  models  that  use  real-time  data.
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in preparing  the Beige  Books  for this study. We are  especially  grateful  to Evan  Koenig and
Sheila  Dolmas  for making  their real-time  data  set  available  to us. The  views in the paper  in no
way  reflect  those  ofthe Federal  Reserve  Bank  of Dallas  or  the  Federal  Resewe  System.
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University,  Dallas,  TX  7  527  5,  (214)  7  68-2693,  nbalke@post.smu.edu.In the  conduct  of monetary  policy,  the  Federal  Reserve  must  make  policy  decisions  in the
presence  of a great  deal  of uncertainty.  Not only is there  uncertainty  about  the direction  of future
economic  activity, but there  can  even  be substantial  uncertainty  about  current  economic
conditions. Preliminary  estimates  of real  GDP  typically become  available  one  month  after  the
quarter  has  ended  and  are  frequently  revised  months  and  even  years  later, Economic  statistics
such  as  industrial  production  or retail  sales,  while  being  more  timely  than  quarterly  real  GDP
estimates,  only partially reflect aggregate  economic  activity. As a result,  considerable  attention
has  been  given  to forecasting  both current  and  near-term  economic  activity (see  for example,
Braun  (1990),  Trehan  (1989)  and  (1992),  Miller and  Chin  (1996). Unfortunately,  as  the  recent
study  of Koenig and  Dolmas  (1997)  points  out, forecasts  of current  quarter  real GDP growth are
can  be quite inaccurate.
Because  ofthe diffrculty of ascertaining  current  economic  conditions  from quantitative  data,
the Federal  Reserve  considers  not only quantitative  but also  qualitative  information  about  current
economic  conditions  in its  policy  deliberations.  Indeed,  the  discussion  at  FOMC  meetings  often
includes  anecdotes  relating  to cunent  economic  conditions. Among  the sources  of qualitative
information  about  current  economic  conditions  available  to the Federal  Reserve  is a summary  of
economic  conditions  in the  twelve  Federal  Reserve  Districts,  referred  to as  the  Beige  Book. The
potential  advantage  of the Beige  Book is that it provides  policy makers  with timely information
about  current  economic  activity across  the twelve  Federal  Reserve  districts.
Academic  economists  have  generally  been  skeptical  about  the  use  ofanecdotal  evidence  andfor good  reason.r  By their very nature,  the accuracy  of anecdotal  or narrative  accolrnts  is difficult
to evaluate.  Too  often,  one  does  not  have  a  systematic  historical  record  of anecdotal  evidence  to
check  against  actual  economic  performance.  In addition,  even  if a  historical  record  of anecdotal
accounts  exists  there  is still the problem  ofhow to quantifr and  evaluate  these  narrative  accounts.
It is difficult to gather  information  contained  in the anecdotal  accounts  and  to systematically
leam  from them.
In this paper,  we attempt  to quantit' ard then  evaluate  the information  contained  in the Beige
Book. There  is nearly  a  fifteen  year  record  ofBeige  Book  commentary  to draw  upon  and,
because  of its explicit  focus  on  current  economic  conditions,  the  Beige  Book  can  be  readily
compared  with more  quantitative  measures  of economic  activity such  as  GDP  or industrial
production.  To assess  the  accuracy  ofthe Beige  Book,  we  read  each  Beige  Book  and  gave
numerical  scores  for the discussion  in the  national  and  sectoral  summaries  as  well as  the
description  of economic  activity  in each  ofthe twelve  Federal  Reserve  Districts.
We find that our quantified  measures  of the Beige  Book track current  real GDP growth  quite
well. Furthermore,  the Beige  Book has  predictive  content  for current  and  next quarter  real  GDP
groWh above  and  beyond  that of altemative  indicators  such  as  the Blue Chip forecast  or time
series  models  based  on  real-time  data.  This  holds  both  in-sample  and  out-of-sample.  In
particular,  the  Beige  Book  seems  to catch  tuming  points  sooner  than  most  of the  alternative
indicators.
The  outline  for the  remainder  ofthe paper  is as  follows. Section  two contains  a  brief
'  Alan  Blinder  (1997)  refers  to  the  Fed's  use  ofanecdotal  evidence  as  the  "ask  your  Uncle"  method
of gathering  information  about  the  economy.description  ofthe Beige  Book  and  how  it is compiled  by the  District  Banks'  research
depaxftnents.  In section  three,  we describe  how we assigned  numerical  values  to the Beige  Book
descriptions  and  the precautions  we took to avoid  inadvertently  influencing  the outcome  ofour
study.  In seotion  four,  we  compare  the  Beige  Book  to actual  real  GDP  growth  while  in section
five we evaluate  the Beige  Book's ability to forecast  real GDP content  relative  to alternative
indicators  of aggregate  economic  activity. Section  six  concludes.
2. Description  of the  Beige  Book
The  Beige  Book  contains  a  written  description  ofeconomic  activity  in each  of the  twelve
Federal  Reserve  Districts.  It is released  eight  times  a  year,  roughly  two  weeks  before  each
FOMC  meeting.  Each  disnict  report  is three  pages  long  and  includes  a  paragraph  summarizing
economic  activity within the district and  a more  detailed  description  of activity in particular
sectors  such  as  retailing, manufacturing,  construction,  and  others. While only sporadically
present  in some  ofthe older  Beige  Books,  recent  Beige  Books  have  also  contained  descriptions
of wage  and  price  presswes  in the  districts.  In addition  to district  reports,  the  Beige  Book
contains  an introductory  paragraph  that summarizes  national  economic  conditions  and  a tluee to
five page  sunmaxy  ofnational conditions  in sectors  such  as  retailing,  manufacturing,
construction,  real estate,  agriculture  and  natural  resources  as  reported  by the twelve Federal
Reserve  District Banks. Both the national  overview  and  national  sectoral  summaries  draw on the
reports  of twelve  regional  banks.
What  are  the inputs  that go into creating  the Beige  Book? Each  individual District Reserve
Bank  is responsible  for gathering  and  reporting  on  economic  conditions  in its district  and  isrelatively free  to emphasize  which aspects  of economic  activity it deems  important. In addition,
one  bank  (which  is randomly  rotated  among  the  regional  banks)  is responsible  for compiling  the
district write-ups  and  for writing the national  sunrmary.  While some  district reports  may contain
publicly available  statistical  information  such  as  employment  growth  or retail sales  within the
district,  the  primary  focus  ofthe regional  reports  is an  assessment  ofthe anecdotal  evidence
gathered  by each  of the District Banks. Surveys  are  conducted  by each  bank's  research
department  (or in one  case  the public affairs department),  with analysts  and  economists
surveying  a list  of "contacts"  within  their  district.  These  may  include  businesses,  banks,
industrial  and  trade  associations,  local govemments,  and  even  members  of the Board  of Directors
of the  District  Bank. Other  information,  including  statistical  releases  or even  local  newspaper
reports,  are  sometimes  gathered  and  reported.  All this information  is filtered by analysts  in the
District Banks  and  summarized  in each  District Bank's Beige  Book report. It is important  to
remember  that in quanti$ing the Beige  Book we carmot  separate  out tlle marginal  contribution  of
each  of the  sources  of information;  we  can  only  assess  the  overall  information  content  ofthe
Beige  Book. Our  sense  is  that  the  value  added  of the  analysts  is quite  high  in that  they  decide  on
what information  to gatler, how to assess  that information,  and  how to communicate  that
information  in  the  Beise  Book.
3. Scoring  the  Beige  Book
The  Beige  Book  was  first  publicly  released  in July 1983,  thus  we  read  each  Beige  Book
beginning  with the  July 1983  and  ending  with the Jantary  1997  issue.  We  read  and  scored  each
Beige  Book  in terms  of (i) the  national  summary  of economic  conditions,  (ii) the  nationalsummary  of sectoral  economic  activity  (iii) the  district  banks'  reports  on  economic  conditions
within their districts. The  national  sectors  graded  were  retail, manufacturing,  finance  or banking
sector,  construction,,  and  natural  resources  (which typically reflects  reports  on agriculture,
petroleum,  lumber,  etc.). National summaries  on these  sectors  are  available  for nearly  every
Beige  Book  (aithough  not  all dishict  banks  report  on  these  sectors  in every  Beige  Book). When
grading  the report  in terms  of individual district economic  activity substantial  weight was  given
to the summary  paragraph  of regional  conditions,  but we did read  and  factor in the description  of
sectors  within  each  reeion  in our  evaluation  of the  reeional  economic  conditions.
Calibrating the  Beige  Book  scores
In order  to quantifr  and  formally  evaluate  the  information  content  ofthe Beige  Book,  one
must  be  able  to assign  a  numerical  value  to its description  of economic  conditions.z  Before  a
numedcal  score  could  be  assigned,  we  had  to decide  what  to look  for when  reading  the  Beige
Book. The  Beige  Book  descriptions  contain  information  about  many  dimensions  of economic
activity including  the level and  growth  rate  of output,  employment,  and  prices. However,  when
scoring  the Beige  Book, we chose  to read  them  primarily for the information  they implied about
the current  quarter  output  growth. Reading  the Beige  Book in terms  of its information  about
output  growth  allows us  to relate  the Beige  Book to more  standard  quantitative  measures  of
economic  activity  such  as  real  GDP  growth. While  we  read  the  Beige  Book  in terms  of current
'  Other  studies  that  have  attempted  to quantiry  qualitative  or subjective  data  include  Havrilesky's
studies  of political  influence  on  monetary  policy (Havrilesky  ( I 990,  I 99  I )) and  more  recently  Hamermesh  and
Biddle's  studies  on  beauty  and  eamings  (llamermesh  and  Biddle  (1994)  and  Biddle  and  Hamermesh  (199S)).growth,  there  were  instances  in which  the  Beige  Book  discussion  seems  to refer  to the  change  in
economic  growth. For example,  a phrase  like "economic  growth slowed  in the district since  the
last  Beige  Book"  suggests  that  the  focus  is on  the  change  in growth.  Unfortunately,  it took  too
much  effort to evaluate  each  and  every  Beige  Book description  in terms  of its information  about
both the rate  of growth and  the change  in the rate  of change.
As to the particular  numeric  values,  we scored  each  category  on a scale  fiom -2 to 2.
Converting  a verbal  description  to numerical  value  is not always  shaightforward.  We adopted
the  convention  that  ifthe Beige  Book  description  appeared  to suggest  "moderate"  or "normal"
economic  growth  then  this  would  t)?ically  be  scored  a 0.5. A description  implying  "strong"
economic  activity  might  rate  a score  of 1.0  or 1.5.  Key  words  could  be  helpful  in our  scoring  but
we  did  not  rely  on  them  exclusively.  We  read  the  entire  description  in each  Beige  Book  category
and  then  used  our  judgement  (much  as  actual  readers  of the Beige  Book would) when  assigning  a
score.
Precautions  taken  against  reading  too much  into the  Beige  Book.
After agreeing  to the basic  format  for scoring,  the two authors  read  tlre Beige  Book
independently  of each  other.  Thus,  while  both  readers  scored  the  various  beige  book  categories
according  to roughly the same  scale,  the actual  interpretations  and,  hence,  the scores  of
individual beige  books  could (and  did) differ between  readers.  It turns  out that  the conelation
between  the  beige  book  scores  ofthe two  authors  averaged  about  0.75  and  ranged  from  a  high  of
.82  (for national  retail  sector)  to low of .65  (for Tenth  District  descdption  of economic  activity).
We  took  as  our  Beige  Book  score  for each  category  the  average  of the  two authors'  scores.We also  took precautions  against  inadvertently  using  our knowledge  of actual  economic
outcomes  from  coloring  our  scores  of the  Beige  Book  descriptions.  First,  in order  to make  it
more  difltcult to determine  which time period  a particular  Beige  Book refened  to, we "whited
out" all references  to the calendar  year  in each  and  every  Beige  Book.3 Fwthermore,  we
randomly  ordered  the Beige  Books  so  that the order  in which they were  read  did not conespond
to the actual  sequence.  Thus,  when  reading  the Beige  Book we did not know the actual  time
period  to which  the  Beige  Book  referred.  Once  the  Beige  Books  were  read  and  graded,  we
reordered  the Beige  Book scores  in their proper  temporal  sequence.  Note that in some  sense,  by
reading  the Beige  Book out of sequence  we may understate  its information  content. References
are  sometimes  made  to previous  Beige  Books  which  makes  scoring  the  discussion  more  difficult.
Also,  by reading  the  Beige  Books  out  of sequence  we  risk  reading  it out  of context.  Knowing  the
period  in which the Beige  Book discussion  occurs  might enable  the reader  to draw a clearer
inference  ftom  the  Beige  Book  report.
Timing  of the Quantified  Beige  Book  Series
As mentioned  above  the  Beige  Book  is compiled  eight  times  a  year  and  released  roughly  two
weeks  before  the scheduled  FOMC meeting. As a result,  unlike real GDP or other  traditionally
used  time  series  data,  the  time  period  to which  the  Beige  Book  refers  does  not  correspond  exactly
to a parlicular  quarter  or month. Since  June  1987,  every  Beige  Book notes  the closing  date  for
3 Unfortunately,  it was  not practical  to white out references  to the month  ofthe year or to references
to particular  events  such  as  the  Olympics  or  the  Persian  Gulf War  that  would  allow  one  to infer  what  the
calendar  vear  was.which the information  was  gathered.  This date  is typically a week  or more  before  the offrcial
release  date. Because  the  reports  are  prepared  over  the course  of the  month  before  the release
date,  the actual  information  in the report  reflects  economic  activity during  the six to eight  weeks
before  the  release  of the  Beige  Book. In addition,  the  irregular  release  of the  Beige  Book  makes
it more  difficult to compare  with regularly  published  quantitative  measures  of economic  activity.
As a result,  some  care  was  taken  in attributing  which month  a particular  Beige  Book pertained  to.
This was  done  so that  we could  compare  the information  content  of the Beige  Book with other
more  traditional  indicators  of economic  activity such  as  GDP or Industrial  Production.
Table  A1 in the  Appendix  notes  the  release  date  as  well as  the  closing  date  of the  Beige  Book
and  the month/quarter  to which we attributed  the Beige  Book to in our statistical  analysis  below.
For  example,  a Beige  Book  was  released  in December  1996  (12104196)  yet  the  closing  date  of
that  Beige  Book  survey  was  11123196.  In this  case,  we  attributed  that  Beige  Book  as  containing
information  for November  1  996. The  January  1997  Beige  Book was  released  1122/97  vuit}'  a
closing  date  of l/1311997.  Because  the  closing  date  was  less  than  two weeks  into  the  current
month,  we  attributed  this  Beige  Book  to December  1996.  For  comparison,  Table  A1 also  reports
the release  dates  for comparably  timed Blue Chip Forecast,  monthly Industrial  Production,
monthly Employment  growth, and  quarterly  real GDP  estimates.  As one  can  see,  our dating  of
the  Beige  Book  is fairly conservative  as  the  release  dates  and,  even  more  often,  the  closing  dates
ofthe survey  typically  occur  before  the  release  dates  of the  other  series.
Summary  statistics  of the Beige  Boolcs  scores
All together,  we have  eighteen  quantitative  measures  from each  beige  book: one  nationalsummary,  five national  sectoral  measures,  and  twelve Federal  Reserve  District measures.
Because  in this paper  we are  primarily interested  in the ability of the Beige  Book to track
aggregate  economic  activity,  we  also  aggregated  the  sectoral  Beige  Book  scores  into  a single
index  by taking a simple  average  oftle  scores  for retailing,  manufactudng,  finance,  and
construction.a  Similarly,  we  constructed  an  index  based  on  the  simple  average  of the  twelve
district  summaries.  These  simple  indices  allow  for summary  measures  of the  information
provided  by the  sectoral  and  district  summaries.  In addition  to these  aggregate  indices,  we  also
consider  the  disaggregated  sectoral  and  district  measures  in our  analysis  below.s  Thus,  we  have  a
total  of twenty  Beige  Book  indices.
Figure 1 plots  the t}ree aggregate  Beige  Book indices: the  national  summary,  the aggregated
sectoral  summaries,  and  the aggregated  district summaries.  As one  can  see  from the figure these
series  are  highly  conelated.  They  show  much  the  same  cyclical  pattem  with the 1990-91
recession  and  the  1983-84  recovery  showing  up  prominently  in all three  indices.  The  sample
average  and  standard  deviations  ofthe various  Beige  Book  measures  are  presented  in Table  l.
Most  of the  sample  averages  range  between  0.50  and  0.65  which  would  typically  be  associated
with a description  of "moderate"  or "normal" economic  growth. The  exception  is the sample
" We  did  not  include  the  score  for natural  resources  in the  average  since  a  priori  one  might  expect
strong  activity in sectors  such  as  agriculture  or oil and  gas  extraction  which feature  prominently  in the Beige
Book  discussion  on  natural  resources  to be  negatively  correlated  with overall  economic  activity.
u We  made  no attempt  to create  indices  weighted  by sector  or district size. Given  that we were  not
sure  what  an  individual  beige  book  score  reflects,  it seemed  sensible  to look at  the  simple  average  as  an
aggregate  measure  ofthe information  in  the  sectoral  and  district  summaries.  Even  so,  it's  not  clear  that  for
the purposes  of predicting  current  or next  quarter  real  GDP using  weights  based  on the size  would  be
optimal.  Because  we  also  consider  the  disaggregated  sectoral  and  district  scores  in our  regression  analyses
below,  one  might  consider  those  to  be  the  "optimal"  index  given  a  criterion  ofminimizing  squared  regression
ETTOTS.average  of the natural  resource  sector's  score  which is well below the other  sectors.  The  low
score  reflects  the generally  slow growth  in the energy  sector  during  the mid and  late 1980s  and
the  1990s.
3. The  Predictive  Content  of the Beige  Book for Real  GDP  Growth
While there  are  several  dimensions  in which the Beige  Book can  be evaluated,  iu this paper
we evaluate  the Beige  Book in terms  of its ability to predict  current  and  next quarterly  final real
GDP. We use  final real GDP (including  revisions  and  re-benchmarking)  rather  than  preliminary
estimates  of real GDP,  as  we consider  final real GDP  numbers  to be a better  measure  of  "true"
aggregate  activity. As a first look at how well the Beige  Book tracks  economic  activity, Figure  2
plots real GDP  growth and  the average  of the Beige  Book sectoral  scores.  The figure suggests
that  the  Beige  Book  index  tracks  real  GDP  pretty  well. Not only  does  it capture  the 1990-91
recession  and  the  1983-84  recovery,  it even  matches  some  ofthe ups  and  downs  in quarterly  real
GDP  grouth.
Tables  2 through  4 present  a more  formal examination  of the information  content  of the
Beige  Book. Table  2 presents  regression  results  of current  and  next  quarter  real  GDP  growth
against  our  three  aggregate  Beige  Book  measures.6  Without  exception,  each  of Beige  Book
aggregates  has  significant  explanatory  power  for current  real GDP growth. This is quite
remarkable  given  that final real  GDP numbers  are  not available  until several  months  have  passed
6 Because  our focus is on the information content  ofthe Beige Book and  because  of the irregular
dating of the Beige Book releases,  the unit of observation  is the Beige Book release  as discussed  in the
previous  section. That is,  for each  year  there  will be  eight  observations  that relates  Beige  Book to aggregate
economic  activity.
10and  are  often  revised  years  a.fter  the fact. Both the average  of regional  summaries  and  the
average  of sectoral  summaries  regressions  have  adjusted  R-squares  near  or above  50 percent.
Furthermore,  the regional  and  sectoral  Beige  Book descdptions  have  information  above  and
beyond  that contained  in the national  summary. Even  though  the Beige  Book is not meant  to be
forward looking, it also  has  predictive  content  for next quarter  real GDP. Again, individually, all
three  aggregates  are  statistically  significant,  although  the adjusted  R-squares  are  about  half the
size  as  those  for the  curent  quarter  GDP  regressions.  Thus,  the  Beige  Book  aggregate  indices
clearly  have  predictive  content  for near  term  real GDP growth.
Table  3 displays  the results  when  the individual Federal  Reserve  District scores  are  included
in the GDP  regression.  Of the twelve  districts  only the Atlanta and  Philadelphia  dishict
summaries  are  significant  at the five-percent  level  . Nonetheless,  the surn  of the coefficients  of
the regional  summaries  is statistically  significant  and  is of a similar magnitude  as  the regional
index  presented  in Table  2. Furthermore,  the  exclusion  F-test  implies  that  we  can  strongly  reject
the  null hypotheses  that  the individual regional  summaries  have  no explanatory  power  for current
quarter  real GDP;  indeed,  the adjusted  R-square  of 0.57  is higher  than  any of the regressions  in
Table  2. With respect  to next quarter  real GDP,  again  only a few of the regional  summaries  are
significant  at  the  five-percent  level  (New  York,  Richmond,  and  St.  Louis),  but  both  the  sum  of
the coefficients  and  the exclusion  tests  suggest  that  the disaggregated  regional  summaries  have
predictive  power  for next  quarter  real  GDP. Note  that  these  regression  results  do  not  necessarily
reflect  the accuracy  of the individual district summaries  with respect  to economic  activity within
the district, only the degree  to which the district summary,  along  with those  of other  districts,
predicts  real GDP  grouth.
11Table  3 also  presents  results  for the case  where  the individual sectoral  summaries  are
included  as  explanatory  variables.  In tlle regression  on cunent quarter  real GDP,  the retail,
manufacturing,  and  construction  sector  summaries  were  significant  at the one-percent  level. The
sum  ofthe coefficients  of the five sectoral  summaries  was statistically  significant,  and  the
hypotheses  that all five coefficients  were  equal  to zero  is strongly  rejected.  As in the previous
casesr  the predictive  content  of the Beige  Book sectoral  summaries  is less  for next quarter  GDP
than  for current  quarter  GDP. Of the sectoral  summaries,  only the construction  summary  was
statistically  significant  for next quarter  GDP,  although  once  again  the five sectoral  coefflcients
were  jointly significant  as  was  the sum  of the coeffrcients.  In summary,  there  is significant
information  about  current  aggregate  economic  conditions  in the individual Beige  Book
descriptions  of district  economic  activity  and  national  sectoral  activity.
Recall  that  the Beige  Book is released  roughly two weeks  before  the eight FOMC meetings
held each  year. Sometimes  the Beige  Book is released  well before  the cunent  quarter  is
completed.  This  means  that  the  Beige  Book  at  times  contains  at  best  only  one  or two  months  of
information  about  the cunent quarter. Table  4 displays  the extent  to which the aggregate  Beige
Book indices' information  content  varies  depending  on how far into the quaxter  it was  released.
Not surprisingly,  the later  the Beige  Book was  released  during  the quarter  the greater  its
information  content.  The  greatest  increase  in Beige  Book's  information  content  about  current
quarter  real GDP occurs  between  one  and  two months  into the quarter. Ofthe various  Beige
Book indices,  the average  of the national  sectoral  summades  shows  less  sensitivity  to when  it
was  released.  For predicting  next quarter  real GDP  growh, how far into the curent quarter  the
Beige  Book  is released  is less  important.
t2On  the  basis  of Tables  2 through  4,  it is fair to say  thal  the  Beige  Book  summaries  captrue
much  of the same  rurderlying  economic  activity that is reflected  by final real GDP growth.
Furthermore,  the detailed  individual regional  and  sectoral  s\rmmaries  provide additional
information  useful  in predicting  current  and  next quarter  real GDP growth  that is not contained  in
the  overall  national  sunmary. This  suggests  that  one  should  read  the  detail  in the  Beige  Book
(as  reflected  by the sectoral  and  district summaries)  and  not  just the overall national  summary.
4. Comparison  of the Beige  Book  with Other Indicators  of Economic  Activity
While Tables  2 through  4 demonstrate  that the Beige  Book's depiction  of current  economic
activity minors that of quarterly  real GDP,  one  is also  interested  in how the Beige  Book
compares  with other  sources  of information  about  current  real GDP. In this section,  we examine
the information  content  in the Beige  Book relative  to that in other  indicators  of current  economic
conditions. Among  the indicators  we examine  are  the consensus  Blue Chip forecasts  for current
and  next quarter  real GDP  and  time series  on lagged  real  GDP,  industrial  production,
employment  growth,  and  real retail sales.T  AII ofthese series  are  "real-time" series.  That is, they
are  the numbers  available  to analysts  around  the time the Beige  Book was  released  and  not final,
revised  values  that  are  typically available  on electronic  databases.  This data  set  was
painstakingly  gathered  by Evan  Koenig  and  Sheila  Dolmas  (see  Koenig  and  Dolmas,  1997),  Nd
we greatly  appreciate  them  making  their data  set  available  to us. We will, however,  keep  as  the
dependent  variable  in our regressions  the final estimate  of real  GDP as  we assume  that  this
'  These  series  have  be  found  by Trehan  (  1992)  and  by Koenig  and  Dolmas  (  1997)  to be  useful  in
predicting  current  quarter  real GDP.
IJreflects  the  best  estimate  (ex  post)  of actual  aggregate  economic  activity. We,  also,  took  care  that
the timing of the different  explanatory  variables  was  comparable  (see  Table  Al),  so  that  the
Beige  Book was  evaluated  against  time series  available  to analysts  around  the time of the
original  Beige  Book  release.
Table 5 compares  the  predictive  content  of the Beige  Book for real GDP  grouth with that of
the  consensus  Blue  Chip  forecast.  In this  comparison,  we  examined  regressions  of real  GDP
grollth against  the Blue Chip consensus  forecast  and  six altemative  Beige  Book measures.  The
Beige  Book  measures  considered  were:  the  national  summary  score,  the  average  of the  twelve
district  scores,  the  average  of sectoral  scores,  the  twelve  district  scores  disaggregated,  the  five
sectoral  scores  disaggregated,  and  the case  where  all three  aggregate  indices--national  sunmary,
average  ofregional  scores,  and  average  of sectoral  scores--were  included.
From Table  5, we can  see  that in every  single  regression,  regardless  of whether  current  or
next quarter  real GDP grouth is the dependent  variable,  the Beige  Book has  predictive  content
for real GDP growth  above  and  beyond  the Blue Chip forecasts.  This in some  sense  is quite
surprising  as  the Blue Chip forecasts  are  explicitly a forecast  of real GDP  both current  and  next
quaxter  while  the  Beige  Book  supposedly  reflects  only  current  economic  activity. In fact,  aside
from the national  summary  score,  adding  the Blue Chip forecast  to current  quarter  real GDP
regressions  that  already  include  a  Beige  Book  measure  results  in an  increase  in the  adjusted  R-
squared  of up  to only  eight  percentage  points.  For  next  quarter  real  GDP  the  forward  looking
nature  ofthe Blue  Chip  forecasts  becomes  more  important,  nonetheless,  all the  Beige  Book
t4measures  are  still statistically  significant.8
How does  the  Beige  Book  compare  with other  real{ime  variables?  Table  6 presents  the  p-
values  for excluding  the  alternative  Beige  Book  measures  and  other  real-time  variables  from  a
regression  for cunent  and  next  quarter  real  GDP. Among  the  real-time  variables  examined  are:
four lags  of real GDP grollth, current  and  two lags  of monthly industrial  production  growth
employment  grorlth, and  real retail sales  (deflated  by the CPI).e  For cunent  and  next quarter  real
GDP  growth,  all the Beige  Book measures  retain  their predictive  contenl  when  compared  with
four lags  of real GDP growth. Lags  of real  GDP,  on tlre other  hand,  are  generally  not significant
at the five-percent  level. When  we add  monthly  real-time  industrial  production,  real  retail sales,
and  employment  growth  to the current  quarter  real GDP  regression,  all the Beige  Book measures
with the exception  of the national  summary  continue  to be statistically  significant. On the other
hand,  among  the  real-time  variables  only  indusnial  production  is consistently  statistically
significant  at the five-percent  level. With respect  to next quarter  real GDP,  the p-values  for
excluding  the Beige  Book measures  are  higher  than  in the cunent quarter  regressions,  with only
the  disaggregated  regional  summaries,  the  average  ofthe sectoral  summaries,  and  the
disaggregated  sectoral  summaries  being  statistically  significant  at  t}te  five-percent  level.
However,  the p-values  for the Beige  Book measures  arc generally  lower than  the other  real-time
variables.  What  these  results  suggest  is that  the  Beige  Book  contains  information  about  current
s Note  that  these  results  do  not  necessarily  imply  that  the  Blue  Chip  forecasts  are  not  efficient  as
the  participants  in the  Blue  Chip  survey  often  would  not  have  had  access  to the  Beige  Book
information.  Similarly,  on  most  occasions  the  Beige  Book  summaries  were  compiled  and  written  before  the
Blue  Chip  forecasts  were  released.
'  We  also  examined  the  case  in which  current  and  five  lags  of the  monthly  real  time  variables  were
used  and  the  results  were  essentially  the same.  Generally,  lags  three  tbrough  five were  insignificant  and  were
not  included  in our  analvsis.
15and next quarter real GDP growth not completely reflected in commonly used real-time
indicators  of aggregate  economic  activity.
Out  -of-  Samp  I  e P  e  rfor manc  e
In terms  of within sample  prediction  of real  GDP  grouth,  the  Beige  Book  does  quite  well
compared  to other  real-time  variables.  However,  the  relatively  nonparsimonious  specifications
ofat least  the  disaggregated  regional  and  sectoral  Beige  Book  summaries,  to say  nothing  of the
time series  modeis,  make  one  worry about  over-  frtting the data.  As a resulq  in this section  we
present  results  from an out-of-sample  forecasting  experiment  in which we calculate  one-step-
ahead  forecasts  starting  in 1990,  updating  the forecasting  equation  each  period.l0 The  root-mean-
squared  errors  (RMSE) and  the mean  absolute  errors  (MAE) from these  forecasts  are  presented  in
Table  7.rr
When  considering  the entire  out-of-sample  period,  projections  for current  quarter  real  GDP
based  on  the  Beige  Book  indices  do  quite  well. Four  ofthe six  forecasts  based  on  the  Beige
Book have  lower RMSE and  MAE than  the Blue Chip forecast  and  all six have  lower RMSE and
MAE than  the  pdections derived  from real-time,  time series  models  (lagged  GDP  and  lagged
GDP  plus).  ''? It turns  out, howevero  that  the relatively good  performance  is not uniform over  the
out-of-sample  period. When  we split the out-of-sample  period  in hali  we find that over  the
'0 Following  Koenig  and  Dolmas  (1997),  for  the  monthly  real-time  models  we  actually  used  a  monthly
forecasting  model  that  has  a  different  forecasting  equation  for each  month  of the  quarter.
"  This  is not  a true  real-time,  forecasting  experiment,  as  the  dependent  variable  is still real  GDP
growth  after  revisions. Our  primary interest  is in trying to evaluate  the Beige  Book as  measuring  economic
activity  rather  than  as  forecaster  ofreal GDP  growth  per  se.
1'?  In the  forecasting  experiment,  we used  the  actual  Blue  Chip  consensus  forecas!  rather  than  a
regression  projection.
16forecast  period  starting  in January  1990  through  the  first  halfof 1993  five ofthe six  Beige  Book
projections  do better  than  the Blue Chip forecast  and  all six do better  that either  time series
proj  ections. On the other  hand,  over  t}re  period  starting  in July I 993  tluough the end  of I 996
only  two Beige  Book  forecasts  do  better  than  the  Blue  Chip  or the  best  real-time  time  series
model  (lagged  GDP  plus)  in terms  of RMSE  and  none  do  better  in terms  of MAE.
Table  8  presents  tests  of forecast  emcompassing  over  the  two subperiods.  Here  we  regress
real  GDP  growth  against  a  Beige  Book  forecast  and  the  forecast  ofone of the  competing  models.
Table  8 displays  the  marginal  signifrcance  of each  of the  competing  forecasts  in the  regression.
For  the  current  quarter  GDP  regression  over  the  period  January  1990  to June  1993,  with the
exception  of the  national  summary  and  the  average  ofregions  indices,  the  Beige  Book  forecasts
generally  dominate  those  based  on  the  Blue  Chip  and  the  time  series  models--none  of the  other
forecasts  are  statistically  significant  while  the  Beige  Book  forecast  is. Over  the  secoud  half  of
the  forecast  period,  the  Beige  Book  forecasts  in general  do  not  dominate  the  Blue  Chip  forecast
or  the  time  series  forecast  tlat includes  industrial  production,  real  retail  sales,  and  employment
growth. For next quarter  real GDP and  regardless  ofthe sample  period,  in most  regressions
neither  the Beige  Book forecast  nor the competing  forecast  are  statistically  significant,
suggesting  no clear  advantage  of one  forecasting  model  over  the other. Thus,  while the Beige
Book has  a clear  advantage  in the first half ofthe forecasting  period  this advantage  does  not
continue  over  to the later  period.
What  accounts  for the different  performance  across  two subperiods?  Figure  3 plots the
forecast  errors  for the  period  1990  through  July 1993  from  Beige  Book  forecast  based  on  the
average  of sectoral  scores,  the Blue Chip forecast,  and  the time series  forecast  that includes
t7lagged  real-time  GDP gro*th, current  and  lagged  industrial  production,  employment,  and  real
retail  sales  growth.  From  the  figure,  the  Beige  Book  forecast  reflected  the  onset  and  end  of the
recession  earlier  than  either  the  Blue  Chip  or the  time  series  models.  This  suggests  that  the
Beige  Book,  and  maybe  anecdotal  evidence  in general,  may  be  most  useful  at  tuming  points  in
the  business  cycle-periods  in which  more  traditional  economic  indicators  have  historically  had
difficulty  (Diebold  and  Rudebusch  (1989)).
Conclusion
In this study,  we attempted  to quantifu  the qualitative  information  contained  the Federal
Reserve's  Beige  Book  by assigning  numerical  scores  to the  descriptions  ofeconomic  activity
contained  in the Beige  Book document.  We find that  the quantified  Beige  Book descriptions  do
indeed  reflect aggreg  te economic  activity as  measured  by real  GDP growth. Furthermore,  Beige
Book scores  have  information  about  economic  activity above  and  beyond  other  variables  such  as
the Blue Chip consensus  forecast  and  other  time series  that would have  been  available  to
forecasters  at the time. In particular,  the Beige  Book may  be useful  around  tuming points  in the
business  cycle  as  these  are  notoriously  hard  to detect.
One  should  not infer from this study  that we can  dispense  with haditional quantitative
measures  or formal forecasting  models  and  rely on anecdotal  evidence  for assessing  current
economic  activity-it was  precisely  because  we  quantified  the  Beige  Book  that  we  could  begin  to
evaluate  the information  therein. However,  in our  judgement  it would also  be a mistake  to infer
that one  could  dispense  with the verbal  description  in the Beige  Book and  rely solely on the
quantified  measures  (either  ours  or others)  ofthe Beige  Book. As we  mentioned  above  much  of
l8the value  added  in the Beige  Book may  be  the  judgement  of the analysts  that write and  compile
the Beige  Book rather  than  the raw information  gathered  in the Beige  Book surveys.  The  act  of
giving a numerical  value  may  restrict  the degree  to which this  judgement  can  be communicated.
Furthermore,  t}re  information  in the Beige  Book is multifaceted. We quantified  and  evaluated
only  one  dimension  of the  Beige  Book- in terms  of what  it was  telling  us  about  curent
economic  activity as  measured  by output  growth. But one  could  just as  easily  read  the Beige
Book  in terms  of its description  about  inflation,  financial  market  or credit  conditions.  This
multifaceted  information  may  be better  communicated  verbally  rather  than  by a single  numerical
index. That said,  by quantifuing  the Beige  Book we have  shown  that in terms  of providing
information  about  current  economic  activity the Beige  Book warrants  serious  reading.
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20Table  I
Sample  Means  and  Standard  Deviation  for tlre  Beige  Book  lndices
Aggregate  Indices Federal  Reserve  District  Summaries
mean std.  dev. District: mean std.  dev.
Nation  Summary 0.65 0.43 l. Boston 0.52 0.50
Ave of District  Summaries 0.59 0.33 2. New  York 0.49 0.40
Avg of Sectoral  Summaries 0.s9 0.38 3. Philadelphia 0.51 0.45
National Sectoral  Indices 4. Cleveland 0.65 0.40
mean std.  dev. 5. Richmond 0.55 0.50
Retail 0.66 0.55 6. Atlanta 0.64 0.3  8
Manufacturing 0.63 0.54 7. Chicago 0.64 0.43
Banking and  Finance 0.50 0.44 8. St.  Louis 0.50 0.48
Construction 0.57 0.54 9. Minnesota 0.79 0.47
Natural Resources 0.27 0.70 10. Kansas  CiS 0.63 0.36
1  1. Dallas 0.49 0.51
12. San  Francisco 0.68 0.49Table  2
Predictive  Content  of Aggregate  Beige  Book  Summaries
Dependent  variable:










































































Notes  to Table:  Standard  errors  are  in parentheses.  Sample  size:  109.  "'=  significant  at  0.01  level,  '- =
significant  at  0.05  level,  ' :  s;t  ;6"rtt  at 0.10  level. Average  ofNtl.Sectoral  Summaries  is  the  average
ofthe Retail,  Manufacturing,  Construction,  and  Finance/Banking  sector  scores.
22Table  3
Predictive  Content  ofDisaggregated  Regional  and  Sectoral  Boige  Book  Summaries
Regression  with individual  regional  summaries Reeression  with individual  sectoral  summaries
current  qtr GDP next qtr GDP current  qtr  GDP next  qtr  GDP
coeff (s  e.) coeff (s.e) coeff (s.e.) coeff (s.e.)
constant 0.34 (0.37) I  .JU (0.46) constant 0.44 (0.29) 1.22'-' (0.36)
Boston 0.20 (0.s2) 0.42 (0.6s) retail. l.)J (0.32) 0.58 (0.3e)
N.Y. -0.71 (0.58) 1.8s" (0.72) manuf. 1.08-'- (0.32) 0.51 (0.3e)
Phil. 1.42" (0.s8)0.18 (0.71) bank/fin 0.30 (0.41) -0.10 (0.51)
Cleveland -0.10 (0.s8)0.27 (0.71) construct.. 1.15-" (0.34) t.b) (0.43)
Richmond 0.97' (0.s0) 1.47* (0.6  |  ) nat.  res. -0.31 (0.23) -0.03 (0.28)
Atlanta r.82"' (0.5e) 0.28 (0.73)
Chicago -0.23 (0.s5)-0.80 (0.67)
St  Louis 0.56 (0.43) -  I  .25" (0.s3)
Minn. -0.56 (0.s2) 0.29 (0.64)
Itun.City -0.1  0 (0.62) -0.27 (0.77)
Dallas 0.74' (0.42) 0.13 (0.s2)































see 1.48 1.82 see |.57 1.94
adj.  F 0.57 0.33 adj. R:'? 0.51 0.24
p-value  for
L-B Q stat
0.10 0.01 p-value  for
L-B Q stat
0,33 0.08Table  4'
Predictive  content  of Beige  Book depending  on month ofthe quarter
Dependent  variable:
Current  quarter  real  GDP growth
Dependent  variable:
Next quarter  real GDP  growth
Month into duarfer: Month into ouarter:











































































































Excl. F-testb 8.91"' 19.t9"' 24.46"' 3.67" 5.59'.' 2.83'
adj R'z 0.42 0.52 0.77 0.20 0.21 0.21
Sample  size 34 53 22 34 53 22
Notes  to Table:  "Sum  of on national  summarv.  ave.  ofreeional summaries.  and summary,  avg.  of regional  summaries,  and  avg. of
sectoral  summaries.  blest  that  coefhcients  ofNational  Summary,  Avg. ofregional  summaries,  and  avg.
of sectoral  summaries  equal  to zero.  '-':significant  at  0.01  level,  -':significant  at  0.05  level,  '=significant
at  0.10  level.
24Table 5.
Predictive  Content  of Beige  Book Measures  versus  Blue Chip Forecast
Dependent  variable:  current  quarter  real GDP growth



















































see 1.55 1.50 1.41 1.48 1.49 1.47
adj.  R.': 0.52 0.55 0.61 0.57 u.io 0.57
L-B Q stat
p-value
0.08 0.01 0.26 0.03 0.10 0.01
Dependent  variable:  next  quarter  real  GDP  growth





















































see 1.90 1.90 1.79 1.89 1.82 1.90
adj.  F 0.27 0.27 0.35 0.28 0.33 0.27
L-B Q stat
p-value
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Notes  to Table:  Standard  enors  are  in parentheses.  " Sum  ofthe coe{Iicients  on  the  twelve  individual
regional  summaries  included  in regression.  b  Sum  ofthe coefficients  on  the  five individual  sectoral
summaries  included  in regression.  " Sum  of the  coefficients  on  National  summary,  Average  of regions,
and  average  ofsectors.  '"':significant  at  the  0.01  level,  .'=significant  at  the  0.05  level,  and  '=significant
at  the  0.10  level.
25Table  6.
Predictive  content  ofBeige  Book  versus  real  time  variables
P-values  for exclusion  ofvariables  from  resression
Dependent  variable:  Current  quarter  real  GDP  growth














Beige Book 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
lagged  GDP 0.386 0.430 0.  r28 0.055 0.065 0.086
Regression  w/
Beige  Book 0.242 0.004 0.020 0.000 0.002 0.000
lagged  GDP 0.4s7 0.323 0.346 0.t?4 0.205 0.100
Industr.  prod. 0.008 0.042 0.235 0.03  5 0.044 0.037
employment 0.059 0.097 0.569 0.217 0.273 0.151
real retail sales 0.005 0.015 0.121 0.014 0.035 0.017
Dependent  Variable:  Next  quarter  real  GDP  growth














Beige  Book 0.003 0.014 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
lagged  GDP 0.111 0.276 0.038 0.066 0.017 0.058
Regression
Beige  Book 0.160 0.470 0.006 o.022 0.008 0.089
lagged  GDP 0.236 0.309 0.084 0.161 0.r66 0.113
Industr.  prod. 0.693 0.585 0.885 0.786 0.431 0.746
employment 0.372 0.323 0.777 0.522 0.591 0.527
real  retail  sales 0.974 0.987 0.982 0.985 0.940 0.967
Notes  to Table. time lags real GDP gro*th, cuffent and  two
monthly  gror.'r,th  rate  in indushial  production,  employment  gro\dh,  and  the  growth  rate  of real  retail  sales.
" P-values  for exclusion  ofthe twelve  individual  regional  summaries.  b  P-values  for exclusion  offive
individual  sectoral  summaries  included  in regression.  " P-values  for exclusion  ofthe National  summary.
the  average  ofregions,  and  the  average  of sectors.
zoTable 7.
Statistics  for One-step-ahead  Forecast  Errors  of Current  Quarter  Real  GDP Growth
Forecast  period
Jan1990  - Dec 1996
Forecast  period
Jan  1990-  June  1993
Forecast  period
July  1993  - Dec  1996
forecast  with: RMSE MAE RMSE MAE RMSE MAE
BB-Ntl Summary 1.90 1.45 2.18 t.o  / 1.59 r.25
BB-avg  ofregions t.19 1.43 1.95 1.60 l.ttl t.27
BB-individual  resions t.o  / 1.26 1.73 1.30 r.oz 1.22
BB-avg  of sectors I  _65 1.39 1.83 1.50 1.46 1.27
BB-individual  sectors 1.66 1.39 1.88 t.57 1.42 |  .22
BB-all three  aggregates l.b) 1.40 1.76 1.49 t.)J r.32
Blue  Chip 1.42 1.97 1.66 1.47 1.20
lagged  GDP  growth  (4 lags) 2.37 |.78 .t.to 2.06 1.84 1.50
lagged  GDP  plus 1.93 1.56 2.38 |.97 |.49 1.19
Statistics  for One-step-ahead  Forecast  Error for Next Quarter  Real  GDP Growth
Forecast  period
Jan  1990  - Dec 1996
Forecast  period
Jan 1990  - June 1993
Forecast  period
July 1993  - Dec 1996
forecast  with: RMSE MAE RMSE MAE RMSE MAE
BB-Ntl Summary 2.40 1.86 2.86 2.24 1.86 1.50
BB-avg  ofregions 2.44 1.82 2.94 2.21 1.84 1.45
BB-individual  resions 2.32 l 86 2.59 2.07 2.02 1.66
BB-avg  of sectors 2.39 1.84 2.64 2.08 1.89 1.61
BB-individual  sectors 2.34 1.92 z.o I 2.16 1.97 1.70
BB-all  three  aggregates 2.42 1.90 2.85 2.19 1.91 l.6t
Blue  Chip 2.19 1.66 7.55 1.98 1.79 1.36
lagged  GDP  growth  (4 lags) ?.53 1.98 ?.98 2.40 1.84 1.47
lagged  GDP plus 2.57 2.04 2.91 2.29 2.06 1.77
Notes  to table: BB refers  to Beige  Book. "Lagged  GDP  plus"  refers  to four  lags  of real-time  GDP  plus
current  and  two lags  each  of real-time  monthly  industrial  production,  employment  and  retail  sales  gro*thTable 8. Forecast  Encompassing:  P-values  for Excluding Forecast
Cment quarter  real  GDP  growth



































































































Next quarter  real GDP  growth



































































































to Table: to of real-time  GDP  nlus  current  and  two Notes  to Table: "Lagged GDP plus" refers  to four lags
of real-time  monthly  industrial  production,  employment  and  retail  sales  groMh
28
lagsTable  A1. Dating  the  Beige  Book  Series
Year,  Month
quarter  of  attributed  to










and  retiail  salesb






























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Notes:  '  The  Beige  Book  closing  date  was  published  before  June  1987.
b This refers  to the  month in which the data  series  was  released.  Typically, the employment  report  (for the
previous  month)  is  released  the  first  Friday  ofthe month,  the  Blue  Chip  consensus  forecast  is  released
around  the  tenth  ofthe month,  and  the  previous  month's  industrial  production  and  retail  sales  are  released
mid-month.
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